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The Genius of Bringing Up Baby (Howard Hawks, 1938) 
… and It Happened One Night (Frank Capra, 1934); My Man Godfrey (Gregory La Cava, (1936); The 

Awful Truth (Leo McCarey, 1937); Nothing Sacred (William Wellman, 1937); My Favorite Wife 

(Garson Kanin, 1940); His Girl Friday (Howard Hawks, 1940); The Lady Eve (Preston Sturges, 1941); 

Palm Beach Story (Preston Sturges, 1942); Mr and Mrs Smith (Alfred Hitchcock, 1941) and The 

Philadelphia Story (George Cukor, 1942) 

 

 
 
This film’s only available on DVD as part of a four-pack Cary Grant item containing in 

addition three mediocre films, made later in Grant’s career.
1
 It’s yet further evidence that, as 

William Goldman said of Hollywood, “People don’t know anything”. For Bringing Up Baby 

is one of cinema’s great masterpieces. 

 I’ve often shown it to female audiences, who like it as a bubbly event – “a wonderful 

period piece” – but who always add, “But I can’t see anything deeper in it”, or words to that 

effect. From this I deduce that they find it offensive, but either can’t, or aren’t prepared to, 

articulate why. 

 

Cary Grant plays David Huxley, who’s a bespectacled innocent, and is what we would call a 

palaeontologist. He’s a specialist in dinosaur skeletons – reconstructing the long-dead. He 

lives in a world of bones, and bumps into things all the time. He has a fiancée called Miss 

Alice Swallow, who admires him because of his dedication to his work, and who, as soon as 

they’re married, anticipates with great pleasure his continuing with it. Even he is a bit puzzled 

at her attitude to honeymoons; but she insists that their marriage will “involve no domestic 

entanglements of any kind” – his latest dinosaur skeleton will be their child. We find her 

attitude a bit hard to sympathise with, because, although his metier may be dryasdust, he has 

great charm, energy and (behind the specs) great looks – after all, he’s Cary Grant. 

 His latest dinosaur skeleton is that of a brontosaurus, which lacks only one bone to be 

complete – the intercostal clavicle. The skeleton looms over him and Miss Swallow 

throughout the first scene of the film. For a thing so central to both their lives, it seems a bit 

remote and unresponsive. 

 At the golf club, where he’s cultivating a lawyer called Peabody, whose client has 

promised him funding, a girl called Susan Vance (Katherine Hepburn), steals his golf ball, 

then steals his car. We don’t know why: the movie gives her no introduction – suddenly she’s 

just there in a forest clearing, appropriating everything that is his. She too is energetic, but out 

of control; everything Miss Swallow isn’t. She kidnaps him in her automobile, driving off 

with him standing on the running-board and calling out to Mr Peabody that he’ll “Be with you 

in a minute” – a promise he’s fated not to keep until the film’s penultimate scene. 

 Throughout the action, whatever Susan’s responsible for, she blames on David. A 

hilarious sequence in the dining-room of the Ritz ends with his top hat squashed, his coat-tail 

                                                 
1: No longer so (2005). 
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ripped, and the back panel of her skirt missing: all, she claims, his fault. “The love impulse in 

men often reveals itself in terms of conflict”, she says, parroting a twitching psychiatrist she’s 

just been chatting to, and oblivious to the fact that all the conflict so far has been initiated by 

her. Logic is not her forte. “You look at everything upside down – I’ve never known anyone 

quite like you”, he says. “I wouldn’t dare give a reason for anything you do”, he adds later. 

 

 
 

This shot isn’t from the film. Grant’s not acting. 

 

 As they sit at her flat with her mending his coat, he suddenly announces that he’s 

engaged. Howard Hawks gives us the film’s first close-up as Susan realises there’s 

opposition, and her face hardens. Later (after she’s knocked Mr Peabody out with a stone 

hurled at his window), David tells her he’s getting married the next day. She giggles on an in-

breath: she knows intuitively that he’s getting nothing of the kind (Hepburn repeats this 

giggle in The Philadelphia Story: see below). This is the film’s second close-up. When she 

announces to her aunt that “He’s the only man I’ve ever loved”, it looks as if she’s only just 

worked that out. She’s a ruthless predator, but is also, in her way, as innocent as him. 

 The remainder of the film shows how she gets him, even though, unlike Miss Swallow, 

she has no interest in dinosaurs at all. She lures him to her aunt’s Connecticut home, steals his 

clothes this time (almost wearing them for a split second), and forces him to wear her 

negligée: “I just went gay all of a sudden!” yells Grant, in a line even more meaningful now 

than it was then. Then he changes into her brother’s foxhunting outfit, which doesn’t fit him. 

She reveals to him that her aunt Elizabeth is the wealthy patron for whom Mr Peabody works 

– so that he has to take on an assumed identity to avoid discovery (she decides he’s called Mr 

Bone). Her fox terrier barks at him, and steals his dinosaur’s intercostal clavicle. With a view 

to entrapping him, Susan systematically humiliates him and deprives him of everything which 

gives him identity and self-respect. At one point she even calls him a zoologist. 
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 Neither the Grant character nor the Hepburn character understand what’s happening. “In 

moments of quiet I’m strangely drawn towards you,” he says, “but there haven’t been any 

quiet moments”. Is not Grant’s manner, we suddenly think, slightly camp – and Hepburn’s 

more than slightly gamin? Is the root cause of the conflict and bewilderment the fact that 

they’re both bisexual (as both actors were in life)? 

 Trotting is a recurrent image in the process of Grant’s degradation and entrapment: 

sometimes Grant trots after Hepburn, sometimes Hepburn trots after Grant, sometimes they 

both trot after the dog. In one shot Grant is down on all fours crawling after the dog. Both are 

at the mercy of their subconscious urges. She’s following hers, which draw her to him; he’s 

trying to escape from his, which draw him to her. 

 The film’s informing metaphor for their subconscious urges consists of two leopards. One 

is tame and called Baby: it’s been sent to Aunt Elizabeth by her son, who’s an explorer in 

Brazil, but has been delivered to Susan by mistake. The other is savage and nameless: it’s 

escaped from a travelling circus. Seamless special effects create the illusion that Grant, 

Hepburn and the rest of the cast are on screen at the same time as either of the two leopards. 

In fact they never were; but the synchronisation of the human and animal movements and 

noises is ninety-nine percent perfect, and the back-projection is so good you marvel at the 

number of other movies you’ve seen where you can detect back-projection at once. 

 The tame leopard is very fond of the song I Can’t Give You Anything But Love, which 

sums up all Susan has to offer David. 

 An important character is a big-game hunter called Major Horace Applegate (“At least 

that’s what I think my name is – it was this morning”) who admires Susan’s aunt, but seems 

quite insecure as to his own identity. When introduced to “Mr Bone”, he says “Goodbye, Mr 

Applegate”. Is this the kind of wreck to which David will be reduced after a few years in 

Susan’s company? Applegate is cheerful and entertaining, but has no idea who he is any 

more. He’s a doppelgänger for David: a warning of what’s in store for him. At another point 

David addresses him as Major Appletree. At yet another, he addresses David as Boney. 

 Applegate is very good at imitating the cry of a leopard. A wonderfully funny sequence is 

the one in which he shows off his skill, and is answered by the cry of a real leopard from the 

garden. At first Applegate says it’s a loon. He tries again; but the garden leopard answers 

before he’s made his introductory noise. “Noises in the Night” is a major leitmotiv in the film. 

 David and Susan end up lost in a dark wood, in pursuit of – as they think – the tame 

leopard, Baby. Compare Inferno I, 1-36. Grant at one point turns round to see that Hepburn’s 

crawling after him. Together they fall down embankments and try to ford a stream which 

turns out to be ten feet deep. She burns his socks, and breaks his glasses. 

 They don’t know that there are two leopards; and another part of the film’s skill lies in the 

fact that we can at once tell which leopard is which, even though none of the characters can; 

certainly not Susan. She’s fearless in the company of both, not realising that while one will 

purr at her, the other will eat her. The leopards are like the two faces of Puck in A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream – one helps lost people, the other disorientates them still further. The leopards 

also embody David’s feelings for Susan – he doesn’t know whether to kiss her or kill her – 

and Susan’s way of dealing with David – she loves him, so she humiliates him. 
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 Susan is trying to help David to find the missing intercostal clavicle, which has been 

buried somewhere by her fox terrier George (played by the third most famous dog in pictures 

after Rin-Tin-Tin and Lassie: it plays Astra in the Thin Man series, and is in The Awful Truth: 

see below). She has no idea what an intercostal clavicle is; but David is unhappy without it, so 

it must be found. They also have to find Baby, who’s loose – but, just as often as they find 

him, they find the savage leopard. It’s all a McGuffin – an excuse for them to be kept together 

and do insane things. Having lost his glasses, his socks, his bone, and what dignity he has, he 

at last turns on her and orders her to go home. Hawks now gives her her third close-up, as she 

tearfully asks him whether or not he likes her: “You mean you don’t want me to help you any 

more?” – “No.” – “After all the fun we’ve had?” – “Yes.” – “And after all the things I’ve 

done for you?” – “Well, that’s what I mean.” He’s sufficiently soft to assure her that he does 

like her, and she cries. “Now you’re being nice to me and after all the horrible things I’ve 

done to you … It’s just that everything I do with the best intentions seems to turn out badly.” 

– “Yes, it does, doesn’t it?” – “Oh David please let me come with you” … and they almost 

kiss. “Well don’t you worry, David, because if there’s anything that I can do to help you, just 

let me know and I’ll do it.” –  “Yes – er – don’t do it until I let you know.” 

 

 
 

 Their adventure now lands them in jail, with Aunt Elizabeth and Major Applegate. Susan 

impersonates a gangster’s moll, and convinces the police chief and twitching psychiatrist that 

David’s name is Gerry the Nipper (“He’s a regular Don Wwaaan!”), and that’s she’s known 

as Swingin’ Door Suzie. She improvises the role extremely well, stealing their cigarette cases 

and striking matches on the table top as though she were Barbara Stanwyck (see below). The 

police have, she assures them, caught The Leopard Gang. As they’re congratulating 

themselves on their success, she slips out, steals the car of the twitching psychiatrist, and 

drives off to find Baby. 
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 The dénouement is Shakespearean. No sooner has Susan gone but Miss Swallow and Mr 

Peabody turn up, and confirm that everyone in the jail is who they say they are. Just as we 

think stability and closure are arrived, two circus keepers enter to report the loss of a leopard 

– the savage one. On their heels come Baby, and George. On seeing Baby everyone panics, 

assuming Baby to be the savage leopard. But David comes forward and proves Baby to be 

tame. This causes further consternation, because that means the savage leopard is still at large 

– and Susan is out looking for it! 

 Susan now arrives, with the savage leopard in tow; she’s wondering why it’s being so 

bad-tempered. (At this point, if you look carefully, it’s clear the special effects department 

weren’t able to match the two leopard-leads on the split screen: you see both pieces of rope, at 

different angles). A total panic ensues; the police chief climbs up the wall, and even George 

and Baby retreat into the cells. But David saves the day by picking up a chair and forcing the 

savage leopard into a cell – Susan locks the cell – and David faints into her arms. 

 Hawks does a dissolve. Miss Swallow is walking out on David, saying that he’s “Just a 

butterfly” (previously Susan has said he’s a wolf). But then Susan enters, with (a) a million 

dollars from Aunt Elizabeth and (b) the intercostal clavicle – she followed George around for 

three days until he dug it up. She climbs to the top of a ladder to see David work on the 

backbone of his brontosaurus skeleton. He’s moved at last to say, “That was the best day I’ve 

ever had in my whole life – I’ve never had a better time!” – as if he’s only just worked it out. 

He takes it one step further: “I love you, I think!” It’s fatal. In ecstasy, Susan rocks backwards 

and forwards, overbalances, falls off the ladder into his arms – and destroys the skeleton, 

ruining his last four years’ work. This is the price he pays for getting her. As he mutters “Oh, 

dear! Oh, my!” and puts his arms around her, we can see he’s resigned to his fate (which is 

her), even though he’s not necessarily happy about it. 
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 Bringing Up Baby is so good you can watch it over and over and still see details you 

never knew were there; it’s endlessly satisfying. Hawks makes the dialogue crackle along, 

often encouraging the actors to overlap their lines as he does with still greater confidence in 

His Girl Friday (made two years later). The ensemble playing is exemplary. Charles Ruggles 

as Major Applegate gives one of the funniest performances in films, and he’s matched by 

May Robson as Aunt Elizabeth, and Fritz Feld as the twitching psychiatrist. 

 I haven’t read enough about Dudley Nichols and Hagar Wilde (the screenwriters) to know 

how much they’d studied Freud; but they constructed a perfect plot, with images – the 

skeleton, the leopards, the wood – which tap into very profound areas. Freud, however, said 

there were no jokes – Bringing Up Baby proves that he was wrong. 

 

I once had an idea for a screenplay: David Huxley, octogenarian retired professor of 

paleontology, and his wife Susan, take a holiday with their children and grandchildren. He is 

by now as crazy as she is, and always does the wrong thing, which turns out to be sort of the 

right thing. Their children are square, boring, and everything they aren’t: but their 

grandchildren, the craziness having leapt a generation, disorientate people like they do. 

 Then I saw On Golden Pond, and wondered at first if I’d left it too late to market the idea. 

Henry Fonda – funnier than he is in The Lady Eve (see below) – is a retired professor (though 

we never know of what); he’s on holiday with Hepburn, his wife, and the stepson-to-be of his 

daughter. The daughter’s witless boyfriend can’t cope with him, and neither can his daughter 

(Jane Fonda), but he and Hepburn relate much better to their soon-to-be-step-grandson. The 

first thing Hepburn does on arriving at the holiday is ask Fonda if he can hear the loons. The 

first thing he does is ring the operator, and then ask the operator what she wants. Then he gets 

lost in a wood. Later, Hepburn does loon imitations out into the night: later still, Fonda 

addresses his step-grandson-to-be by his daughter’s name. Fifty years of marriage have turned 

both elderlies into Major Horace Applegate. 

 But nothing crazy happens, except that Fonda and the boy catch a big salmon called 

Walter, and then release him. On Golden Pond doesn’t have the courage of its own best ideas. 

 

All other “screwball comedies” attempt to live up to the standard of Bringing Up Baby, with 

varying degrees of success. It created a formula, which it may itself have developed from It 

Happened One Night (Frank Capra, 1934): two incompatibles feel strangely attracted to each 

other in quiet moments, but the plot must allow no quiet moments until perhaps the final reel. 

A favourite variation is to have the twain married from the outset, as in The Awful Truth (Leo 

McCarey, 1937), in My Favorite Wife (Garson Kanin deputising for McCarey, 1940), or in 

Palm Beach Story (Preston Sturges, 1942). The man must have an alternative wife or fiancée, 

whom anyone with half an eye can see is miles less interesting than his real mate – just as 

Miss Swallow is no match for Susan. The leading lady must have an equally unsuitable 

partner, all variants on Claudette Colbert’s stodgy fiancé in It Happened … Oddly, the male 

alternatives to Grant are often, in their unGrantian idioms, attractive; the female alternatives 

to his mate, ciphers. To please the Hays Office, marital normality must somehow be re-

established by the time the credits roll; but before then how far you go depends on your 

ingenuity. 

 

     In both Wife and Truth, Grant is married to Irene 

Dunne, and in each, Dunne does a Katherine Hepburn 

impersonation: briefly on the sofa in the hotel in Wife, 

at greater length when she pretends to be Grant’s sister 

in Truth. In the latter scene, she even refers to Grant as 

Gerry the Nipper. In Truth, Asda the dog turns up 

again, now called Mr Smith: and Grant is contrasted 

with the hunky but hayseed Ralph Bellamy. In Wife 

he’s contrasted with the hunky but vegetarian Randolph 

Scott, rumoured to have been his real-life boyfriend.  
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 In Truth, they find a witty way to suggest sexual (heterosexual) consummation, just as 

they do in It Happened … In the Capra movie, the blanket between the beds (“the walls of 

Jericho) comes down at the sound of the trumpet; in Truth, the Grant cuckoo-clock figure 

goes into the little door following the Dunne cuckoo-clock figure. It’s about as subtle as the 

train going into the tunnel in North by Northwest (also of course featuring Grant). Also 

unsubtle is a blue-screen shot in Truth, with both Dunne and Grant astraddle police 

motorcycles which are going at high speed. She bounces up and down as if bonking her cop, 

and makes his siren honk; Grant does the same with his cop in imitation, and produces a 

farting noise. It’s surprising this got past the censor. 

 

 
 

 If I’m right and Hepburn is doing a Barbara Stanwyck impersonation in the police cell 

scene in Baby, then Stanwyck returns the compliment in The Lady Eve (Preston Sturges, 

1941), where the “English accent” she sports in her second incarnation to entrap the innocent 

Henry Fonda is in fact a Hepburnesque Bryn Mawr drawl. Grant and Bellamy are again 

antagonists in the other unambiguous masterpiece of the genre, His Girl Friday (Howard 

Hawks again, 1940). 

 But it’s hard to recapture the rapture of Baby. My Favorite Wife is mostly dud, with a 

slow pace and only one really funny moment – when Grant is phoning his new wife, as he 

says, from a distance, and on hanging up they come out of neighbouring phone-boxes and 

bump into each other. It would be funnier if the actress playing the wife (Gail Patrick, the 

bitch sister in My Man Godfrey: see below), could do comedy, or if her character were better-

established (it’s not established at all). The judge at the divorce court is extremely well-

written and -played, but he’s only there for ten minutes. Grant is walking through this one; 

Irene Dunne isn’t. He’s also walking through The Awful Truth until the last third, and again, 

Dunne isn’t, with the result that she and Ralph Bellamy steal the show – which given that 

Bellamy’s character is a mother-dominated loser, can’t be right. The scenes where he first 

dances, and then sings Home on the Range, with Dunne as his at first unwilling but then 

happier partner, are wonderful. In Friday his character possesses no such talent. It’s as if a 

lesson has been learned – don’t make Ralph Bellamy too interesting. Still, he survived till 

Trading Places (John Landis, 1983), which is longer than Grant did. He’d been dead three 

years by then. 

 If the minor actresses in these sequels can’t really do comedy (contrast May Robson in 

Baby with the actress who plays Dunne’s mother in Truth), Henry Fonda, who plays the lead 

in The Lady Eve, can’t do it at all. His character – a rich innocent – is the same as the one 

played by Rudi Vallee in Palm Beach Story. Both are variants on Grant’s David Huxley, 

fixated on something non-human; but where Vallee, in a supporting role, gets it perfectly 

right, Fonda, the lead in Eve, only looks happy in the opening scene, up the Amazon. Sturges 

tries to compensate by having him fall over as often as possible, but Fonda can’t do the 

reactions for slapstick. He’s not a buffoon, as Grant can be whenever called upon. Having 

said that, I don’t find Grant falling off his chair in Truth as funny as others do. Truth only hots 

up with the bowler hat scene, and Mr Smith the dog picking the wrong bowler for Grant to try 
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on (it’s the one belonging to Dunne’s music coach, who’s hiding in the closet). From then on, 

Truth gains in invention, and Grant gains in commitment; though Dunne still steals the show 

with her Hepburn turn, already referred to. 

 In Palm Beach Story Claudette Colbert takes the lead again, having taken over from 

Carol Lombard (see below) with It Happened … eight years previously. Having seniority, she 

doesn’t need to do a Katherine Hepburn impersonation. There is some doubt as to whether 

Preston Sturges’ films count as screwball – but as with postmodernism (about which, 

unsurprisingly, no consensus exists), so with screwball comedy – you make your own 

definitions and try to work with them. A screwball was / is an unpredictable throw in 

baseball, like a googly in cricket
2
 – it’s designed to twirl in the air so that the batsman can’t 

tell what angle it’ll be coming from when it reaches him. Now Sturges’ screenplays are 

chockablock full of twists and turns, so calling his films screwball has my vote. 

 

 
 

 Palm Beach Story is a very funny film, which follows the formula: Colbert is paired, not 

with Clark Gable this time, but with the highly presentable Joel McCrea, who has Ralph 

Bellamy’s stature and vulnerability with a commonsense approach all his own – but, unlike 

Cary Grant, who is (when committed, or directed by either Hawks or Hitchcock), one of the 

greatest of all film actors, he can’t do nutty and innocent, which his character seems to be – 

an obsessive about floating, mid-air airports, as Grant is over his dinosaur skeleton, or Fonda 

would be (if only Fonda could do it), over his snakes. The plot starts with his and Colbert’s 

marriage splitting up, and ends as might be predicted. En route they meet a variety of 

situations, designed by fate and the screenplay writer (Sturges himself), either to help or 

hinder them, which are almost as funny as those in Baby, but without Baby’s through-

designed consistency. By far the funniest section features Colbert, but not McCrea, on a 

southbound train where she’s been taken under the wing of a retired millionaire’s holiday-

outing group called the Ale and Quail club, all of whom have personalities as distinct as those 

of the Seven Dwarves. Their sole aim is to party, even if this involves shooting the bar to bits, 

and Colbert has eventually to escape their drunken violence, running as she does so into the 

sleeping berth of Rudy Vallee, another, more innocent, but much richer millionaire, who 

becomes her Ralph Bellamy. 

 But the Ail and Quail Club is sheer exuberant decoration, nothing to do with the central 

relationship. McCrea is flying down to Florida while Colbert takes the train, and he never 

tangles with the Club. 

 The film risks a new move, which is to make the Other Woman, for a change, a serious 

threat to the heroine. She’s played by Mary Astor, quite different from what she was in The 

                                                 
2: “A googly … is a delivery which looks like a normal leg spinner but actually turns towards the batsmen [sic], 

like an offbreak rather than away from the bat” (Internet). 
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Maltese Falcon the previous year. Fast, frivolous and facetious, she’s more than a match for 

Colbert – and is given a gibbering foreign hanger-on called Toto, after Dorothy’s dog in The 

Wizard of Oz. This character is a variant on Mischa Auer in Godfrey (see below), and on Irene 

Dunne’s French singing teacher in Truth: designed to be jettisoned easily. But Astor can’t be 

jettisoned easily, and neither can Rudy Vallee. Sturges solves this denouement problem by 

bringing in a twin brother for McCrea and a twin sister for Colbert – who, we realise a bit 

late, we’ve already seen behind the film’s credits – though we couldn’t have known that at the 

time. Colbert and McCrea play both twins, in a final trick shot. 

 

 
 

 The weakness of Palm Beach Story is not so much McCrea – who’s fine – as his part, 

which is both under-realised and under-used. We don’t suffer with him, as we do with Grant 

as David Huxley, while his world collapses. 

 

Of course, in Baby, Hepburn has no Ralph Bellamy, and Grant thus no rival. She has no 

choice but him, and wants no choice anyway, only him. She has no choice at all. She’s 

doomed to fancy Grant. In this respect the film’s almost unique, as is Hepburn; Claudette 

Colbert and Irene Dunne notwithstanding. 

 Another film where the hero has no sexual rival is My Man Godfrey (Gregory La Cava, 

1936), in which Carol Lombard plays a woman so close to Susan Vance that one wonders 

who phoned whom. Lombard is so entirely at the mercy of her feelings for William Powell 

(the fake butler of the title), that she is never able to articulate them until finally she corners 

him in the last shot, when she dissolves into giggles at the prospect of marrying him. The 

problem is that Powell is so much older, cooler and wiser than either her or David Huxley that 

there isn’t the same comedy in their relationship, and it’s by no means clear that he returns 

her feelings. David Huxley would never have the nous to put Susan Vance under the shower 

to cool her off, as Powell does Lombard here. 
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 Because Lombard’s pursuit Powell isn’t the whole plot, Godfrey is able to give more time 

to another issue which runs through all these films, namely the mindlessness of the society 

rich, and their parasitical status in Depression America. This was a subject about which La 

Cava felt strongly, though he was no Roosevelt supporter. The film’s solution – to have the 

family saved by their butler’s skill at playing the market – is hardly a left-wing one. The 

butler is in any case a disguised socialite from Boston, whence all the really big nobs on the 

east coast hail. And although I’m sure there were failed corporate managers living on city 

dumps so soon after the Great Crash (see too what happens to Ralph Bellamy at the end of 

Trading Places!),
3
 so were many others less privileged; and the wit, civic conscience and 

capacity for self-help displayed by Powell’s buddies on the dump is too much. Eventually 

Powell converts the dump into a nightclub. Still, Powell has such style, that his unshaven, 

wordless glance of contempt and disbelief at the socialites who, in the second scene, are 

collecting Forgotten Men, says it all. 

 My Man Godfrey sports no pratfalls or knockabout sequences, unless Mischa Auer’s 

superb chimpanzee-impersonation be counted, and I wonder if its more explicit satire puts it 

in a different bracket from the rest of these films. William Powell’s dignity and gravitas are 

its focal centre, and we see everything through his eyes – the eyes of a man who’s seen it all 

before, and kept his mental balance in spite of having done so. My Man Godfrey is a very 

funny film – but a sensibility like Powell’s is not the stuff from which screwball is made. In 

screwball, nobody must understand what’s going on. 

 Hitchcock made the atypical Mr and Mrs Smith (1941) because he was intrigued by Carol 

Lombard’s capacity for bad language. Added to which she was of course blonde and could 

when needed be vulnerable, a fatal combination for Hitchcock. We might if we didn’t know 

suspect that we were in the presence of a master in the very first scene, which gives us 

something rare in films of any age: a picture of two people who really do look as if they 

haven’t got out of bed yet. Robert Montgomery hasn’t shaved, and his hair is unbrushed;
4
 and 

although Lombard still has her nail varnish intact, her hair hasn’t been brushed either. She sits 

up in bed, and at once we can see not only what Hitchcock saw in her, but what Gable saw in 

her. Hitchcock films her intimately in a way that La Cava, in Godfrey, didn’t. Later she 

shaves Mongomery, and later still, under the breakfast table, shoves her feet up his trouser-

legs. There’s an unambiguously heterosexuality about her, which – we realise – isn’t there in 

Katherine Hepburn, or even Claudette Colbert. 

 Smith brings into focus an interesting question, namely, in which movies does Hitchcock 

feel comedy to be appropriate, and when not? To see he’s an excellent comic director you 

have only to watch The Thirty-Nine Steps or North by Northwest; but in his more powerful 

things there are no jokes at all. Notorious hasn’t a single gag, and Vertigo is one of the least 

amusing films ever made. What we’re saying is that when he took on Smith it wouldn’t have 

been with a sense that he was exploring unchartered territory. 

 The film takes several formulaic screwball elements and wrings them dry. The main 

characters are rich – when Montgomery realises that his sauna buddy (Jack Carson), has got 

him into a date with two lower-class broads, his reaction to hit himself repeatedly in the face 

to make his nose bleed, as an excuse to get away. Montgomery and Lombard are married and 

yet not married, and the whole plot has to be engineered so that by the end they’re properly 

married (though in fact they never are – by neglecting the technicality the film shows its 

McGuffin-status: its irrelevance). Lombard has a possessive mother, to whose advice she 

listens. There’s an alternative man for Lombard (Gene Raymond, with a very funny drunk 

scene), who we can see from the outset won’t suit her, being too rational and balanced. “The 

love impulse in men,” after all, “often reveals itself in terms of conflict.” And in women, too. 

Raymond’s character hasn’t grasped that yet.  

 The biggest joke lies in the license which “not being married” suddenly brings into both 

people’s lives. Montgomery likes the new freedom: Lombard, encouraged by her mother 

(seen in one shot with her curl-papers in), doesn’t. The implication is that normal marriage is 

                                                 
3: Actually, it’s in Coming to America that he’s seen, with Don Ameche, for fifteen seconds, as a derelict. 

4: This is an in-joke: Montgomery was famous for being the best-turned-out man in Hollywood. 
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a pain in the ass for the man, feet up trouser-legs or no. This being 1942, however, the film 

can’t take full advantage of the idea. If this were 2005, Lombard would get Raymond to make 

bonking noises with her in the next room to get Montgomery jealous in the ski-resort, and 

instead of her skis being crossed in the final shot, they’d slowly drift apart. But you can’t have 

everything, and Mr and Mrs Smith is an excellent comedy. 

 The Philadelphia Story (George Cukor, 1942), may be based on a theatre piece, but the 

cinematic screwball formula appears to click into gear from the very first shot. The characters 

are stinking rich: Grant’s marriage to Hepburn (the androgynous Hepburn), ends in farcical 

violence: she cultivates an impossibly dull fiancé (he’s come up from the working class, and 

can’t ride a horse); and Grant is determined to ruin her wedding – although his motivation for 

being there uninvited is never made as clear as that, lest we should dislike him. Hepburn even 

has a brother in South America, as Susan has in Baby. Only her bright kid sister and mother 

jar somewhat in the first reel: they may be arch and pretentious, but what they archly and 

pretentiously say about Hepburn’s poor judgement seems right. There are sane people here, 

which feels wrong for the genre. 

 Before we know where we are, Hepburn is doing what all bonafide screwball heroines do 

– a Hepburn impersonation! Or rather, a self-parody – in the faked interview with James 

Stewart, the radical journalist, (his radicalism consists of wearing his hat indoors, and saying 

things like “You may not believe this, but there are people in this world who must earn their 

living”), and his faithful lady photographer. To fool these two, Hepburn gets her uncle to act 

as her father; and then her real father turns up, and she gets him to act as her uncle. We are 

nearly in the world of Charles Ruggles and Major Applegate: but the two actors are 

excessively grave, and neither the script nor Cukor are interested in personality disorder in the 

way that Hawks, Dudley Nichols and Hagar Wilde are. Nothing is made of the idea’s comic 

potential. 

 A lot of The Philadelphia Story isn’t funny at all, just smug and glossy. Sold to MGM by 

Hepburn after Howard Hughes bought her the rights, it was a career-redemptive ego-trip for 

her, as well as for Cukor – only two films previously he’d been fired from Gone with the 

Wind. With such a highly professional, established director, very good at his craft, and 

excellent with actors, but not really an artist at all, it plays safe throughout. Everything 

conspires to present Hepburn as a woman as near-perfect as it’s possible to be, with one vital 

exception.  

 Someone should remake it – and not as a musical with Crosby and Sinatra. There’s a lot 

going on which couldn’t be articulated in 1942. If I’ve got it right, Grant was driven to drink 

because Hepburn was frigid – even, perhaps, unwilling to consummate their marriage (“This 

goddess must and shall remain intact,” he says). The stodgy fiancé thinks of her as a goddess, 

too – but not in the sarcastic sense Grant uses. Her father – in an absolutely intolerable set of 

put-down speeches, given that he’s being unfaithful to her mother, and that it’s the eve of her 

wedding – tells her that she’s a “perennial spinster, however many marriages”. Hepburn, it 

seems, needs to get laid. “Put me in your pocket, Mike,” she says after succumbing to 

Stewart’s kisses, and as they run off for the midnight swim, which may be a metaphor for her 

first real fuck: watch for the Susan Vance giggle she gives on meeting Stewart the morning 

after. 

 However, this being 1942, Stewart swears to the fiancé on the morning after that nothing 

happened. But Hepburn behaves as though it had, and the rest of the plot is shaped as though 

it had. Two-facedness is everywhere. Stewart reconsiders his radicalism (wherever it may 

have lain), having met the great-guy and upper-class Grant, and the lower-class heel of a 

fiancé – who finally exits in humiliation, telling everyone that their time is over. 

 The Philadelphia Story makes initial gestures towards screwball, but veers off after half 

an hour, and goes somewhere cosier and more expensive. 

 

Standing apart from this bunch are Nothing Sacred (William Wellman, 1937), and His Girl 

Friday (Hawks, 1940), the two newspaper movies scripted or co-scripted by Ben Hecht, 

Zionist, and script-writer and -doctor with a list of credited and uncredited work longer than 

several arms. Hecht had been a newspaper man for many years, and they seem to have left 
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him with no respect whatever for the medium, or its professionals, or its readers. In both films 

newspapers thrive on lies and pseudo-events, and the more they lie, and the more pseudo the 

events they create, the more the public read them, thus encouraging them to lie, and so on, 

still more. Reality gets missed out. 

 The editor of the newspaper at the centre of the plot of Nothing Sacred is called Oliver 

Stone. 

 

 Nothing Sacred also differs from most of 

the other comedies in that the leads (Lombard 

teamed this time with Frederic March), are 

not married at first, but fall in love halfway, 

and marry at the end. The climax of their 

courtship is a sparring match in a hotel 

bedroom, in which first March knocks out 

Lombard and then Lombard knocks out 

March. She has to work up a sweat to prove 

to the doctors that she has a fever, as opposed 

to terminal cancer, which she was supposed 

to have but has in fact never had.   
 

 This being ’30s Hollywood, the quickest way for a girl to work up a sweat (the quickest 

way which is still filmable), is by boxing. As with the metaphorical swimming in 

Philadelphia, so with boxing here. 

 The film lives up to its title by taking potshots at anything that passes by – blacks (Hattie 

McDaniel in a one-line role, as the impostor’s wife in the opening sequence), medical 

specialists (Sig Ruman in an especially effective haircut),
5
 Swedes (Hollywood’s favourite 

Swede, John Qualen, pronouncing his “j”s as “y”s), and above all, the inhabitants of Vermont 

(led by Margaret Hamilton, the Wicked Witch of the West), all of whom are portrayed as 

monosyllabic, grasping, and hostile. Nothing on display is in good taste, and nothing is real 

except the characters’ greed and the public’s gullibility. Lombard and March go to a wrestling 

match: ten seconds silence is called for in her honour: the two wrestlers and their referee 

disentangle themselves: ten seconds tick by: the two wrestlers and the referee go back to 

exactly the same rehearsed entanglement they were in before. Lombard and March go to a 

cabaret: a nauseating MC introduces the showgirls, who enter on horseback in varying 

degrees of undress: they are Catherine the Great, Lady Godiva, Katinka who stuck her finger 

in the dyke, and Pochahontas – the show is in its garishness a precursor (an actual precursor, I 

think), of Springtime for Hitler. Lombard collapses drunk: she’s photographed, and the papers 

announce that she’s dying. There is no depth to which these professionals will not sink. “I’ll 

tell you briefly what I think of newspaper men. The hand of God, reaching down into the 

mire, couldn’t elevate one of them to the depths of degradation!” Eventually such a 

calculatedly negative approach could become wearying, but until the very last shot – a real 

dud – Nothing Sacred is inventive and engrossing. 

 

                                                 
5: Ruman’s character, Dr Eggilhoffer, appears in His Girl Friday. Except his name’s now Max, and he’s 

American. 
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With His Girl Friday, Howard Hawks’s genius surfaces again. Charles Lederer is said to have 

adapted it from the Hecht / Charles Macarthur play The Front Page, filmed already in 1931 

with Adolphe Menjou and Pat O’Brien. But it was Hawks who changed the sex of the 

O’Brien character (without changing his name, Hildy Johnson), so as to enable the two 

principals to be man and wife. It goes without saying that the new she-Hildy (an ace reporter), 

is divorced from her husband (also her editor), that he is played by Cary Grant – and that 

she’s quitting him for Ralph Bellamy! We can tell what will happen – what we’re not 

prepared for is how fast what happens will move, and exactly what will have happened to 

Hildy Johnson by the end. 

 

 

 Grant is now the opposite of David 

Huxley: where Huxley was innocent, he’s 

now mendacious, manipulative, evil, and 

always two steps ahead; where Huxley was 

victim, he’s now ruthless and predatory. 

Ralph Bellamy is much closer to David 

Huxley than he is – though not so crazy, and 

so not so attractive. Bellamy’s also a 

mother’s boy, and, as I said above, can 

neither sing nor dance. 

 

 As Hildy Johnson, Rosalind Russell
6
 is as experienced, emancipated, and on her guard, as 

Susan Vance was unaware and disorientated. The stakes are higher (or lower), though the tale, 

because the two main characters are so sophisticated, is less dark and comically disturbing – 

as far as their relationship goes. 

 Its themes overlap with the theme of Nothing Sacred in that the central event is the 

pending execution of a sad murderer (John Qualen, not now playing Swedish), around whom 

the press is creating as much sensation as possible, with a view to selling as much copy as 

possible. Qualen is also a political victim – he shot a black (“coloured”) policeman, and his 

execution, being carried out despite evidence of his unbalanced state, is to ensure the black 

(“coloured”) vote. He’s introduced via an extreme rarity in Hawks’s movies – a high shot, of 

him in his cell-within-a-cell (cp. The Silence of the Lambs), with cops walking about to make 

sure he doesn’t kill himself before they kill him. Hawks only holds the shot for a few seconds, 

but it establishes the gravity of what’s going on. Death is potentially present in His Girl 

Friday, as it isn’t anywhere else in these movies – unless you count death-by-leopard as a 

                                                 
6: Rosalind Russell is the only actor referred to in this essay whom this writer has had the pleasure of meeting. She 

once stroked his beard at a Hollywood party and asked if it was real. It was. 
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possibility. Another high shot from the prison press-room window gives us a sight of the 

gallows, and the grief of Qualen’s girlfriend underlines the idea. “They ain’t human!” she 

gasps, referring to the insensitive reporters. “I know, they’re newspapermen,” says Russell 

(who had some of her lines written by a friend, and smuggled them into the studio, passing 

them off as ad-libs, which Hawks didn’t see but Grant did). The girlfriend tries to kill herself 

to give them copy – Hawks gives another high shot of the cops running to her as she lies 

there. The pressmen are depressed by Hildy’s contempt, and can’t play cards any more. Hildy 

is better than them – she’s a reporter with a moral sense as well as an excellent prose style – 

she redeems reporting from “the depths of degradation” referred to in Nothing Sacred – and is 

going to quit the call in order to bring up babies with Ralph Bellamy (and his mother). 

 She’s also a person of courage and resource. The flying tackle with which she brings 

down the corrupt sheriff is as shocking as the knockout blow Lombard gives March in 

Nothing Sacred. 

 Nevertheless, she wants to marry Bellamy. 

 But Grant (he’s called Walter Burns) is there to stop her. Does he do so from love? It 

looks unlikely. From professional respect? Perhaps – he admires her work. To keep up his 

paper’s reputation for probity? Unlikely. His motives are as inscrutable as those of Iago. It 

looks as if he stops her because he likes stopping people from doing what they want, and 

getting them to do what he wants. Whatever his motives, he has hoods, call-girls and 

counterfeit money immediately to hand to satisfy them. 

 Fate intervenes and assists him when Qualen tries to escape, and Hildy, against her 

conscious judgement, gets drawn into the drama from a professional perspective. Burns does 

all he and his accomplices can to get Bellamy first into jail, and then out of town. They even 

kidnap Bellamy’s mother. At last Burns has Hildy where he wants her – proposes marriage – 

agrees to a honeymoon at Niagara – then a phone call tells him there’s a strike at Albany, en 

route to Niagara. At once Hildy kowtows, and agrees that they can spend their honeymoon 

covering the strike for the newspaper. Grant / Burns has won, and he stalks proudly from the 

room, leaving Hildy to carry the bags. 

 The tale is, like Monteverdi’s L’Incoronazione di Poppea, one in which evil triumphs, 

and we’re supposed to cheer. But we don’t really see it that way for a number of reasons. 

Firstly because Ralph Bellamy is carefully kept from doing anything amusing or entertaining, 

like sing Home on the Range. Therefore we don’t see family life with him as a thing it would 

be a pity to lose. Our last sight of him is through a closing door, hugging his mother. 

Secondly because Hawks – though he can slow the action right down to a standstill if needs 

be – keeps most of it going at such a speed that we have no time to preserve our moral 

bearings. I’m glad I never had to learn the cues for, and deliver, overlapping dialogue at the 

speed Grant, Russell, and Bellamy have to deliver it in some shots: 

 

 
 

 Thirdly because Cary Grant being arrogant is just as attractive as Cary Grant being 

bewildered. Fourthly because Hawks selects his shots for extreme objectivity, rarely going in 
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for a close-up (I think John Qualen has more close-ups than anyone else), and doing it mostly 

in two- and three-shots, so that although we’re fascinated by the comical conflict, and 

exhilarated by its pace, we never feel involved, as we do, in Baby, where Hepburn is 

concerned. We want her to get Grant; and although we don’t want Russell to get Grant in 

quite the same way, we want her to have babies with Bellamy much less. 

 At stake is the need for a press which exposes the kind of municipal corruption which 

prioritizes human life below winning elections. The funniest scene in the film (it’s one of the 

funniest I know), is where a process-server (Billy Gilbert, famous from a hundred Laurel and 

Hardy films), is bamboozled by the mayor (Clarence Kolb), and the sheriff (Gene Lockhart) 

into going away and pretending he’d never served the papers for Qualen’s reprieve. Gilbert is 

in this small role (a man who can only remember one sentence back in any conversation), as 

funny as Charles Ruggles is as Major Applegate: it’s his turnabout – forced on him by his 

wife, whom we never see – which brings about the resolution of the plot: an excellent piece of 

screwball inconsequence, which leads to a life being saved; though it also permits Grant / 

Burns to win Hildy / Russell. 


